Gradebook Review Date

If you give quizzes or exams in eCollege, remember to check the Gradebook Review Date!

The Gradebook Review Date is the date that students will be able to view their grade in the gradebook. Generally, the date defaults to the end of the semester and if it isn’t changed, students will email instructors wondering where their grade is (while the instructor is able to see the grade perfectly.)

An easy way to check this is to click on Course Admin, then the Course Scheduler item in your course.

Any time you have a quiz or exam item, you will see the gradebook review date option (see below). Be sure this is set for the first day you would like students to be able to see their grade. Also, keep in mind whether or not you are allowing them to see their correct answers once they click on their grade. This may be a determining factor in what review date you set!